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Abstract
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model exploratory sensitivity simulations were performed to
determine the impact of vertical grid resolution (VGR) on the forecast skill of Midwest summer rainfall.
Varying the VGR indicated that a refined VGR, while adopting the widely used North America Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) for initial and lateral boundary conditions, does not necessarily result in a consistent
improvement in quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs). When averaged over a variety of microphysical
schemes in an illustrative case, equitable threat score (ETS) and bias values actually worsened with a greater
overpredicted rainfall for half of the rainfall thresholds when the VGR was refined. Averaged over strongly
forced cases, ETS values worsened for all rainfall thresholds while biases mostly increased, indicating a further
overprediction of rainfall when the number of levels was increased. Skill improved, however, for all rainfall
thresholds when the resolution above the melting level was increased. Skill also improved for most rainfall
thresholds when the resolution in the surface layer was increased, which is attributed to better-resolved surface
turbulent momentum and thermal fluxes. Likewise, a refined VGR resulted in improvements in weakly forced
cases, which are governed mostly by thermodynamic forcing and are sensitive to vertical profiles of
temperature and moisture. Application of the factor separation method suggested that the refined VGR more
frequently had a negative impact on skill through the interaction between lower-atmospheric processes and
microphysical processes above the melting level.
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ABSTRACT
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model exploratory sensitivity simulations were performed to
determine the impact of vertical grid resolution (VGR) on the forecast skill of Midwest summer rainfall.
Varying the VGR indicated that a refined VGR, while adopting the widely used North America Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) for initial and lateral boundary conditions, does not necessarily result in a consistent
improvement in quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs). When averaged over a variety of microphysical
schemes in an illustrative case, equitable threat score (ETS) and bias values actually worsened with a greater
overpredicted rainfall for half of the rainfall thresholds when the VGR was refined. Averaged over strongly
forced cases, ETS values worsened for all rainfall thresholds while biases mostly increased, indicating a
further overprediction of rainfall when the number of levels was increased. Skill improved, however, for all
rainfall thresholds when the resolution above the melting level was increased. Skill also improved for most
rainfall thresholds when the resolution in the surface layer was increased, which is attributed to better-resolved
surface turbulent momentum and thermal fluxes. Likewise, a refined VGR resulted in improvements in
weakly forced cases, which are governed mostly by thermodynamic forcing and are sensitive to vertical
profiles of temperature and moisture. Application of the factor separation method suggested that the refined
VGR more frequently had a negative impact on skill through the interaction between lower-atmospheric
processes and microphysical processes above the melting level.
1. Introduction
The continuous increase in computer power has led
gradually to an increase in horizontal and vertical grid
resolution (VGR) in models used to forecast summer
convection. One of the aims of improving horizontal
grid resolution is to reach a grid spacing believed to be
sufficient to explicitly resolve convection. However, an
increase in horizontal grid resolution has not always led
to a clear improvement in quantitative precipitation
forecasts (QPFs) as evaluated by various skill measures
(Mass et al. 2002; Roebber et al. 2004). Much less at-
tention has been given to evaluating the related re-
finements of VGR on QPF skill.
Recently, Zhang and Wang (2003) and Kimball and
Dougherty (2006) demonstrated in illustrative case
studies a significant improvement of simulated hurri-
cane intensity and structure while testing several vari-
ants of refined VGR. A similar type of evaluation of the
impact of VGR on summer continental convection has
not been reported; hence, it will be beneficial to provide
initial insight into this issue. Considering this objective,
the present study provides an illustrative evaluation of
QPF sensitivity to refinements in VGR in a cloud-
permitting mesoscale model while applied to summer
convection in the Midwest. The study is exploratory and
oriented toward the resources available in the opera-
tional environment.
Addressing the above objective, the following perti-
nent issues are worth pointing out. Conceptually, for
rainfall forecasts, the model should acquire a vertical
resolution that is more refined than that of the atmo-
spheric initial conditions (ICs) and lateral boundary
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conditions (LBCs) for two reasons: (i) the vertical pro-
files of the ICs and LBCs (which are embedding obser-
vations) are not adversely affected, as would be the case
when the model VGR is coarser than that of the IC and
LBC, and (ii) an increased VGR should improve the
simulated vertical structure of the predicted fields.
Considering the two points above, examples of several
relevant features affecting convection and their sensi-
tivity to VGR are outlined:
d The higher the VGR of the ICs and LBCs, the more
likely that refined observed features, such as the
convective boundary layer (CBL) capping inversion,
sharp wind shear, and low-level jets can be captured
more accurately, thus improving the introduction of
thermodynamic and some dynamical forcing.
d In mesoscale models, the cloud microphysical pro-
cesses are resolved typically with a coarser VGRwith
increasing height, and conceptually they are likely to
be improved with an increased VGR.
d Physically, an adequate computation of the surface
turbulent momentum and thermal fluxes requires that
at least the first model level be in the surface layer.
We pursued the study objective using a near-cloud-
permitting configuration of the Advanced Research
Weather Research and Forecasting model (ARW,
hereafter termedWRF), and North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) data focusing on illustrative simu-
lations of Midwest summer rainfall. Since the WRF
model and NARR are both widely used, this study ac-
quires additional merit. Control simulations with the
WRF default VGR were used as a reference to simu-
lations carried out using various increased and reduced
VGRs. The results presented here are based on a total
of 68 simulations. The study methodology is described
in section 2, followed by quantitative results in section 3,
and qualitative evaluations in section 4.
2. Methodology
a. Model setup and data
The WRF model (Skamarock et al. 2005) was run
with a 4-km domain nested within a 12-km domain using
a two-way nested interface (Fig. 1) with the simulated
cases located in the central United States. The model
physical configuration is that described in Aligo et al.
(2007) with the exception of the planetary boundary
layer (PBL) scheme and the land surface model
(LSM), which in the present study are, respectively, the
Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ; Janjic 2002) scheme and
the land surface model Noah (Ek et al. 2003). In addi-
tion to the above configuration, the 12-km outer nest
used the Betts–Miller–Janjic convective scheme (Betts
1986; Betts and Miller 1986; Janjic 1994), which cur-
rently is employed operationally at the National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Bryan et al.
(2003) point out that a more realistic depiction of moist
convection is likely with a horizontal grid spacing
O(100 m), but because such grid spacing is not likely to
be used operationally in the near future, the horizontal
grid spacing of 4 km used in this study is a compromised
choice considering the operational orientation of the
paper.
FIG. 1. Illustration of the simulated inner 4-km nests and the outer 12-km nest for each of the
cases studied (strongly forced cases: 1, 18–19 Jun 2002; 3, 23–24 Jun 2003; 4, 22–23 Jun 2003; 5,
28–29 Jun 2003; 6, 20–21 Jun 2003; weakly forced cases: 2, 20–21 Jun 2005 and 24–25 Jul 2005).
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The NARR, which is used in the present study, con-
tains data on 29 pressure levels with a vertical grid
spacing of 25 hPa below 700 hPa and above 300 hPa, and
a vertical grid spacing of 50 hPa between these two
levels.
There are three approaches that could be adopted in
the present study. The first involves very few simulations
while focusing on comprehensive analyses. The second
involves the computation of seasonal statistics, which will
provide more accurate statistical results; however, it is
typically not associated with case analyses. The third
approach, which was adopted in the study, is an explor-
atory one. It provides some statistics (based on 68 simu-
lations in the present study) showing variability from case
to case and provides initial insights into identifiable causes
of some of the patterns. Since the model formulations and
initial conditions are incomplete, and atmospheric processes
are nonlinear, it is difficult to establish a direct relation be-
tween specific processes and VGR impacts on model QPFs.
The evaluations focus on seven illustrative cases, five
of which (18–19 June 2002, 20–21 June 2003, 22–23 June
2003, 23–24 June 2003, and 28–29 June 2003) were ini-
tialized at 1800 UTC and integrated over an 18-h period
using the NARR for the ICs and LBCs. These five cases
represent various strongly forced warm season convec-
tive systems [linear systems including bowing, parallel,
leading, and trailing stratiform as well as nonlinear
systems; Grams et al. (2006)] mostly from the Bow Echo
andMesoscale Convective Vortex Experiment (BAMEX;
Davis et al. 2004). For added insight, the remaining two
cases are weakly forced, that is, mainly thermodynam-
ically forced, and are 20–21 June 2005 and 24–25 July
2005. The weakly forced events were defined to be those
associated with weak mid- to upper-level winds (500-hPa
winds less than 15 m s21) and either weak frontal sys-
tems (near-surface cross-frontal horizontal temperature
gradients less than 58C over 100 km), no frontal systems
at all, or only outflow boundaries in the region near the
convection. Strongly forced events had 500-hPa winds
of at least 20 m s21 and/or near-surface cross-frontal
horizontal temperature gradients of at least 78C over
100 km (used in Aligo et al. 2007). The cases in this
study were chosen carefully such that most of the sim-
ulated rainfall occurred after 6 h into the model inte-
gration, enough time to avoid model spinup errors
found to exist in the first 3–5 h of the 4-km WRF sim-
ulations performed by Weisman et al. (2004).
b. Experimental design
The default number of levels likely used by WRF
users is 31, and thus a run using these levels was con-
sidered the control run (note that for this run the VGR
above 1 km becomes relatively coarse) and is denoted as
31L. To evaluate the sensitivity of QPF to VGR, runs
with various grid configurations were carried out, in
addition to that of 31L. These runs include 21, 33, and 62
FIG. 2. The heights of the model levels above the surface for each of the indicated runs and
above sea level for the NARR. The heights of the NARR levels were computed assuming a
standard atmosphere.
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levels (hereafter, these runs are denoted, respectively,
as 21L, 33L, and 62L). In addition, runs were performed
with 57 levels with doubled resolution from 31L above
3.5 km (approximately the height where the tempera-
ture is 08C; henceforth, termed melting level), and 37
levels with doubled resolution from 31L below 3.5 km
(hereafter, these runs are denoted, respectively, as UPL
and DNL). Figure 2 illustrates the heights of the model
levels above the surface for each of these runs and the
heights above sea level for the NARR. The 21L runs
were done for comparative purposes only as degrada-
tion in QPF skill would be anticipated, particularly
considering that this VGR is coarser than that of the IC
and LBC data from the NARR. The first level in 31L
(54 m above the surface) might be too high to resolve
adequately the surface turbulent momentum and ther-
mal fluxes, particularly under stable thermal conditions
(Wei et al. 2001). Therefore, the 33L run used the levels
in the 31L run and additional levels at 10 and 25 m to
improve the resolution of the surface-layer processes. In
run 62L, the number of levels was doubled from 31L,
hence providing an improved VGR. Run DNL should
resolve better boundary layer and warm cloud pro-
cesses, whereas run UPL should resolve better cloud
microphysical processes above the melting level.
It should be noted that Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz
(1989) and Pecnick and Keyser (1989) indicated that
constraints were needed on the ratio between the ver-
tical and the horizontal grid resolutions to avoid the
formation of spurious gravity waves. However, because
of the horizontal eddy diffusion–filter damping effects
in models, it is assumed that the suggested constraints
are practically nonessential (Lindzen and Fox-Rabino-
vitz 1989). While varying the VGR in the present study,
it was important to ensure that such spurious gravity
waves were not present, and an examination of the
model simulations revealed no such waves, consistent
with findings in other mesoscale model convec-
tion studies (e.g., Roebber and Eise 2001; Jewett and
Wilhelmson 2006).
Two types of evaluations have been carried out.
First, because some studies (e.g., Gilmore et al. 2004;
Jankov et al. 2005) have shown that the choice of mi-
crophysical scheme can have a large impact on the
simulated rainfall, the VGR impact associated with the
changes in model microphysics was examined for the
23–24 June 2003 case, chosen because of its relatively
high QPF skill. The following microphysical schemes
were used for this evaluation: WRF single-moment
three-class (WSM3; Hong et al. 2004), WRF single-
moment five-class (WSM5; Hong et al. 2004), WRF
single-moment six-class (WSM6; Hong and Lim 2006),
Thompson (Thompson et al. 2006), Lin (Lin et al.
1983), and Ferrier (Rogers et al. 2001). Second, the
VGR impact for the larger sample of all seven cases
was studied with all runs using only the Ferrier mi-
crophysical scheme. Considering the stated orientation
of the study, the Ferrier microphysics was adopted
because it is currently being used operationally in
NCEP’s North American Model (NAM). The Ferrier
microphysics has been used in explicit warm-season
convective forecasts at 4–5-km grid spacing for the
Storm Prediction Center since 2004–05 (B. Ferrier
2008, personal communication). In addition, such runs
have been part of NCEP’s 4–5-km high-resolution
window (HRW) runs for approximately 2 yr. In the
Ferrier scheme, the total condensate is advected and
not the individual species of water (e.g., rain and cloud
water as well as snow, cloud ice, and graupel). There
are storage arrays that retain the fraction of liquid–ice
that is present and the fraction of liquid water that is in
the form of rain, and from these storage arrays, up-
dated mixing ratios are calculated–diagnosed. The key
assumption is that these fractions are not changed
significantly due to advection, and in some situations this
is probably violated. It has not been shown one way
or the other that this assumption degrades forecast skill.
A quantitative and a qualitative evaluation of QPF
skill were performed. The quantitative evaluations were
done using the equitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer
1990) and bias, where
ETS5
CFA CHA
F1O CFA CHA , (1)
CHA5O
F
V
, (2)
and
bias5
F
O
. (3)
In (1)–(3), each variable indicates the number of grid
points at which (i) rainfall was correctly forecasted to
exceed the specified threshold (CFA), (ii) rainfall was
forecasted to exceed the threshold (F), (iii) rainfall was
observed to exceed the threshold (O), and (iv) a correct
forecast would occur by chance (CHA), where V is the
total number of evaluated grid points. The NCEP 4-km
gridded stage IVmultisensor data (Baldwin andMitchell,
1997) were used for verification. It should be noted that
given the study goals it is advantageous to use the ETS
and bias as they provide a simple method to score the
overall QPFs for a given case while being compared to
other cases. These skill indices, however, are known to
penalize forecasts relatively more as the horizontal
grid interval decreases due to possible small spatial or
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temporal shifts in rainfall forecasts (Mass et al. 2002).
However, since these shifts are assumed to be random,
these indices are assumed adequate for the comparative
needs of this study as all simulations use the same hor-
izontal grid spacing.
3. Quantitative skill evaluations
a. Sensitivity of microphysical schemes to a refined
VGR
The following provides an analysis of ETS and bias
for individual microphysical schemes and for all
schemes averaged together for the 23–24 June 2003
case. Results are presented for low to moderate rainfall
thresholds where the rainfall forecast is relatively
skillful.
ETS values in 31L and 62L in all microphysical
schemes were mostly above 0.25 for the lowest rainfall
threshold and generally decreased with increasing
thresholds (Fig. 3a), a result common for warm-season
events (e.g., Gallus and Segal 2001; Jankov and Gallus
2004). The ETS values were noticeably worse in 62L
than in 31L for the lowest rainfall threshold for five
microphysical schemes, possibly because of the more
frequent grid cell saturation that was found (as evalu-
ated later in this section), which lead to higher biases
(more grid points with rainfall) and higher bias errors
(Fig. 3b). In the Thompson scheme, the more frequent
grid cell saturation in 62L eliminated the underbias,
which might have improved the skill for this scheme for
the 0.01-in. threshold (1.00 in. 5 25.4 mm). Biases were
higher in 62L than in 31L for all schemes and thresholds,
and doubling the number of levels to 62 mostly improved
the bias error for the 0.10-in., 0.25-in., and 0.50-in. rainfall
thresholds (Fig. 3b). Both the 31L and 62L runs had a low
bias for lighter rainfall thresholds and a high bias for
heavier thresholds, similar to what was found in Jankov
et al. (2007) and Shaw (2004) for runs with explicit
rainfall, a feature uncommon for model runs using con-
vective parameterizations (e.g., Gallus et al. 2005).
The ETS and bias values were then averaged over all
microphysical schemes and for all thresholds. Table 1 con-
tains the average ETS and bias values based on individual
microphysical scheme ETS and bias values (denoted as
31L_det and 62L_det in the table), as well as those values
based on an averaged rainfall field from all of the different
microphysical runs (akin to the ensemble mean and de-
noted as 31L_ens and 62L_ens in the table). These two
types of averaging were done because the first one reflects
the impacts on deterministic forecasts, and the second one
FIG. 3. The 23–24 Jun 2003 (a) ETS and (b) bias for the indicated
rainfall thresholds, the six microphysical schemes (as sequenced in
the inset), and for 31L and 62L. For each threshold, results for each
scheme are presented as delineated by the dotted line for the 0.01-
in. threshold.
TABLE 1. Values of ETS and bias averaged over six runs using
different microphysical schemes for the indicated rainfall thresh-
olds for 23–24 Jun 2003 and for the indicated runs. The ETS and
bias values for 62L_det are set in boldface (boldface and italics) to
indicate an increase (decrease) in these values from 31L_det
(similarly for 62L_ens and 31L_ens). See text for the descriptions
of the runs.
Run
Rainfall threshold (in.)
0.01 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
ETS
31L_det 0.339 0.266 0.229 0.192 0.165 0.140
62L_det 0.280 0.258 0.242 0.222 0.186 0.133
31L_ens 0.352 0.303 0.260 0.222 0.181 0.134
62L_ens 0.277 0.255 0.274 0.281 0.219 0.143
Bias
31L_det 1.031 0.874 0.814 0.811 0.921 1.159
62L_det 1.105 0.963 0.941 0.998 1.160 1.441
31L_ens 1.197 1.039 0.919 0.868 0.986 1.146
62L_ens 1.224 1.077 1.059 1.111 1.241 1.486
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would give an idea of the impact on an ensemble forecast.
Mass et al. (2002) indicate that ensemble forecasting is
becoming increasingly common, and may provide more
useful forecasting information. Compared to 31L_det,
ETS values in 62L_det improved for half of the rainfall
thresholds, and compared to 31L_ens, 62L_ens was
better in four of the rainfall thresholds. The higher bias
values in 31_ens versus 31_det and 62_ens versus 62_det
are due to the increase in the number of grid points with
forecasted rainfall as a result of averaging together the
rainfall predictions from each microphysical scheme. In
addition, averaging smoothes out the peak rainfall
amounts, and distributes them to lower rainfall thresh-
olds, increasing the biases for those thresholds. Ebert
(2001) discusses this behavior for simple ensemble
means of rainfall. The ETS and bias values were also
computed by aggregation of all microphysical schemes,
but these skill values were the same when compared to
the average values presented in Table 1.
Contrary to expectations, individual and averaged
microphysical scheme ETS values in 62L were no better
than, or even worse than, those in 31L. Although mi-
crophysical and PBL processes are parameterized,
conceptually, refining the number of levels should bet-
ter resolve the simulated microphysical and PBL pro-
cesses in the vertical. On the other hand, doubling the
number of model levels did not provide any additional
refinements to the ICs and LBCs, as these are available
on only 29 levels.
For all simulations of this case, the biases showed a
systematic increase with the number of levels (Fig. 3b).
Average biases were always higher in 62L compared to
FIG. 4. The ETS values for the indicated rainfall thresholds for the various VGRs (identified
by the gray coding in the inset) for (a) 18–19 Jun 2002, (b) 20–21 Jun 2003, (c) 22–23 Jun 2003,
(d) 23–24 Jun 2003, and (e) 28–29 Jun 2003.
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31L (Table 1), suggesting that the increase in bias with
resolution is microphysical scheme independent. There
was a tendency for grid cell saturation to occur more
frequently in the 62L runs compared to the 31L runs in
all microphysical schemes in this case. Increasing the
VGR decreases the thickness of a grid cell, potentially
improving the chance that it can become saturated
compared to a thicker grid cell associated with a coarser
VGR (Zhang and Wang 2003), but as will be discussed
later, enhanced ascent in the finer VGR runs could also
lead to increased grid cell saturation.
b. Sensitivity of strongly forced convective systems
to VGR
The following presents the ETS and bias for the five
strongly forced cases along with additional relevant
evaluations.
1) FINE VERSUS COARSE VGR
In half of the situations (considering all cases and
thresholds; Figs. 4a–e), ETS scores were higher in 21L
compared to both 31L and 62L. When not considering
22–23 June 2003, however, there was an overall advan-
tage in both 31L and 62L over 21L. When the number of
levels was doubled from 31 to 62, slightly more than half
of the increases in biases (Figs. 5a–e) represented an
improvement in rainfall bias errors. When the number of
levels was coarsened from 31 to 21, more than half of the
increases in biases represented an improvement in bias
errors; however, the magnitude of the increases in biases
was small compared to that of the decreases in bias.
Contrary to expectations, the ETS values averaged
over all five cases (Table 2) were higher in 21L than in
31L for half of the rainfall thresholds. Also, ETS values
FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but for bias.
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were lower for all rainfall thresholds in 62L compared to
31L. Again, although vertical processes are better re-
solved with more levels, increasing the number of levels
does not add any refinements to the 29 data levels
available in the NARR ICs and LBCs. Doubling the
levels to 62 also increased the bias and overprediction of
rainfall for all thresholds. Coarsening the levels from 31
to 21 decreased the bias for all thresholds bringing
values closer to 1 for three thresholds and indicating a
further underprediction for the remaining three thresh-
olds. The above results were slightly different when ag-
gregated over all cases in the computation; however, the
general conclusions were unchanged. When ETS values
were computed by the aggregation of all of the cases, the
maximum difference between their computed values and
the corresponding ones in Table 2 was 0.04, while the
average difference over all thresholds and all runs was
0.010. The maximum difference in bias was 1.045, while
the average difference was only 0.179.
It is worth pointing out that similar to what was found
previously for the different microphysical schemes, the
average biases in the present set of cases were usually
higher with increased VGR (Table 2).
To explore the relationship between VGRs and
biases, the sensitivity of upward vertical velocities to
increasing VGR was examined. Averaging the 3D
domain-peak-simulated upward vertical velocities over
all hours and cases (65 evaluation periods) yielded the
highest values of 36.4 m s21 in the 62L run, 25.4 m s21 in
the 21L run, and 23.8 m s21 in the 31L run. The stron-
gest average peak upward vertical velocities (Fig. 6)
occurred in 65%, 20%, and 15% of the 65 evaluation
periods in 62L, 21L, and 31L, respectively. The 3D do-
main-averaged upward vertical velocities averaged over
all hours and cases indicated that the 62L, 31L, and 21L
runs had the strongest average vertical velocities, in that
order. Based on all hours and cases, in 78% and 22% of
the evaluation periods (Fig. 6), 62L and 31L, respec-
tively, had the strongest average upward motions. In
none of the evaluation periods did 21L have the stron-
gest average upward motions. Vertical cross sections of
relative humidity revealed a tendency for grid cell sat-
uration to occur more frequently as the number of levels
increased. For example, Figs. 7a–c illustrate higher rel-
ative humidity in the higher VGR runs at 0000 UTC 19
June 2002 just prior to convective initiation. Addition-
ally, the number of grid boxes over the entire domain
with relative humidity exceeding 70% and 90% in-
creased with increased VGR. Profiles of area-averaged
upward vertical velocities (not shown) for this and other
cases just prior to convective initiation indicated
stronger upward motions in the finer VGR runs occur-
ring in concert with higher relative humidity, suggesting
TABLE 2. The values of ETS and bias for the indicated rainfall
thresholds averaged over five strongly forced cases and for various
runs. The ETS and bias for 21L, 33L, UPL, and DNL are set in
boldface (boldface and italics) to indicate these values increased
(decreased) from the 31L run. The 31L_WK and 62L_WK sce-
narios represent averages over two weakly forced cases where
62L_WK is set in boldface (boldface and italics) to indicate these
values increased (decreased) from the 31L_WK run. The runs
31L_KF and 62L_KF were performed using the five strongly
forced cases and using the KF CP in the outer nest.
Run
Rainfall threshold (in.)
0.01 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
ETS
31L 0.227 0.187 0.169 0.135 0.100 0.070
62L 0.210 0.169 0.149 0.132 0.097 0.069
21L 0.220 0.186 0.159 0.146 0.137 0.119
33L 0.252 0.220 0.187 0.149 0.099 0.059
UPL 0.234 0.196 0.177 0.142 0.106 0.078
DNL 0.216 0.180 0.163 0.133 0.108 0.079
31L_WK 0.311 0.322 0.322 0.252 0.130 0.066
33L_WK 0.315 0.324 0.320 0.251 0.134 0.051
62L_WK 0.304 0.320 0.318 0.256 0.134 0.068
31L_KF 0.233 0.226 0.192 0.156 0.130 0.116
62L_KF 0.229 0.197 0.172 0.149 0.112 0.085
Bias
31L 1.097 0.967 0.916 1.000 1.130 1.206
62L 1.225 1.120 1.034 1.087 1.157 1.180
21L 0.970 0.841 0.813 0.812 0.886 0.999
33L 1.134 1.034 0.993 1.082 1.185 1.226
UPL 1.125 1.008 0.959 1.013 1.087 1.123
DNL 1.202 1.086 0.982 1.015 1.139 1.226
31L_WK 1.418 1.484 1.530 1.569 1.766 2.005
33L_WK 1.506 1.656 1.763 1.703 1.792 2.014
62L_WK 1.451 1.511 1.540 1.558 1.716 1.931
31L_KF 0.821 0.691 0.644 0.678 0.757 0.829
62L_KF 0.962 0.847 0.809 0.811 0.837 0.850
FIG. 6. Percentage of evaluation periods (all hours and cases)
with the highest 3D domain-peak upward vertical velocities (la-
beled peak) and with the highest 3D domain-averaged upward
vertical velocities (labeled average). The values of the peak (un-
shaded bar) and average (solid bar) upward vertical velocities
(m s21) are indicated above the bars.
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that grid cell saturation might be occurring as a result of
the stronger upward motions. With grid-cell saturation
occurring more frequently, condensation and thus latent
heating would be occurring more frequently potentially
resulting in an increase in the buoyancy and the vertical
velocities. It is also possible that as processes are better
resolved in the vertical, individual systems might be
stronger in some areas and acquire stronger upward
vertical velocities. Although this impact would clearly
be smaller than that associated with finer horizontal grid
spacing, known to produce stronger upward vertical
velocities (Weisman et al. 1997), the peaks in ascent
should be better resolved with finer vertical grid spac-
ing. Finally, it should also be noted thatWarner and Hsu
(2000) showed in their nested runs that when using a
cumulus parameterization (CP) in the outer nest and
none in the inner nest, there is a relatively large sensi-
tivity of rainfall in the inner nest to the outer-nest CP.
To determine if the degree of sensitivity of our runs to
VGR is dependent on the choice of CP in the outer nest,
tests were performed on the five strongly forced cases
for 31L and 62L using the Kain–Fritsch CP (Kain and
Fritsch 1993; KF) in the outer nest instead of the BMJ
CP. Although the runs using the KF CP, namely,
31L_KF and 62L_KF, performed better than both the
31L and 62L runs using the BMJ CP for all rainfall
thresholds, the use of the KF CP did not result in a
different degree of sensitivity to VGR (Table 2). Bias
scores were lower for all thresholds in the KF CP runs
compared to the BMJ CP runs, a result also found in
Gallus and Segal (2001).
2) SURFACE LAYER REFINED VGR
Adding two levels to 31L near the surface (33L)
mostly improved ETS values (Figs. 4a–e). Biases in-
creased for most thresholds and cases, which generally
improved the bias errors, but only modestly (Figs. 5a–e).
However, when averaged over all cases, the increases in
biases for all rainfall thresholds compared to 31Lmostly
indicated a further overprediction of rain (Table 2) due
in large part to the influence of the 18–19 June 2002
case. Averaged over all cases, ETS values in 33L in-
creased for most rainfall thresholds as compared to 31L.
The differences in ETS and bias between 33L and 31L
were caused by alterations in the convective initiation due
to changes in near-surface VGR. Since the VGR changes
in 31L were in the model surface layer, any convective
initiation differences between the two simulations should
be reflected initially by differences in surface turbulent
momentum and sensible heat fluxes (both fluxes, denoted
henceforth as t and Hs, respectively, define the constant
flux surface layer). Hence, relative differences in these
fluxes above a given threshold (as specified in appendix
FIG. 7. West–east vertical cross section of relative humidity (as
depicted by the line segment in Fig. 10b) at 0000 UTC 19 Jun 2002
prior to convective initiation in the (a) 21L, (b) 31L, and (c) 62L
runs. The contour interval is 10% with values above 70% shaded.
The height is above mean sea level.
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A) are used as an indicator for divergence of the sim-
ulations in the following evaluation. Simulated differ-
ences in surface fluxes were caused by the rapid collapse
of the CBL due to thermal stabilization induced by
evaporative cooling and the cloud-shading impact on
surface net thermal fluxes. Under these conditions, t
and Hs become sensitive to the height of the first model
level (see appendix A for elaborations). Consequently,
differences in the flow and in turn in the horizontal wind
convergence resulted in differences in convective initi-
ation.
As an illustration, we present the response of the
friction velocity, u [u5 (t/r)
0.5, where r is the near-
surface air density], and Hs to local convection at 2100
UTC (forecast hour 3) for 22–23 June 2003 in south-
eastern Kansas (Fig. 8). The convection initiated an
hour earlier toward the end of the spinup time when the
31L and 33L meteorological fields were locally per-
turbed only somewhat by the convection. The general
location of the convection is depicted by the relatively
low Hs values in Fig. 8c, where the friction velocity, u,
in 31L was less than 0.5 m s21, but increased somewhat
above 1 m s21 along the northern edge of the convective
outflow (Fig. 8a). In the thermally unstable surface layer
under clear-sky conditions, u was around 0.8 m s21.
Noticeable increases in |Du| (D indicates a difference
between 33L and 31L) occurred in the convection area
(in some locations as large as u itself; Fig. 8b). Fol-
lowing the constraints in appendix A, it is assumed that
|Du/u, 31L|# 0.05 or | DHs/Hs, 31L|# 0.1 are required to
avoid noticeable surface flow differences between the
two runs. The shaded area in Fig. 8b indicates that
|Du/u, 31L| . 0.05 was widespread in the convection
zone, whereas outside the convection zone the related
values were ,0.05. The altered u in 33L, compared to
31L, modified the surface wind convergence and local
convection forcing, a feature that is consistent with the
findings in Colle and Yuter (2007). Consequently, areas
of convection further differed between the two simula-
tions due to the convection processes, and could be af-
fected by model-generated thermal circulations due to
sensible heat flux gradients induced by cloud shading
and soil wetness contrasts (e.g., Ookouchi et al. 1984;
Segal et al. 1986).
The Hs values in 31L were about 200 W m
22 in the
clear air and the relatively wet surface environment to
FIG. 8. The 2100 UTC 22 Jun 2003: (a) 31L surface friction velocity u(m s
21), (b) Du
(contoured) and Du/u, 31L (shaded), (c) 31L surface sensible heat fluxes Hs (W m
22), and (d)
surface DHs (contoured) and DHs/Hs, 31L (shaded) (see text for the notation). The area pre-
sented is indicated by the dashed box in Fig. 11c. The contour interval in (a) is 0.2 m s21 and the
contour levels in (c) are 0,650, 100, 200, and 300 Wm22. The contour and shading levels in (b)
are 60.05, 60.10, 60.25, and 60.5 (m s21 when contoured). The contour levels in (d) are 650,
6100, and 6200 W m22, while the shading levels are 60.05, 60.10, 60.25, and 60.5.
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the south (Fig. 8c). The Hs values dropped to zero and
even went negative in the convective region, indicating a
stable surface layer. In the convective area, |DHs| was as
high as 200 Wm22 (Fig. 8d), while the |DHs| values in the
surrounding clear-sky environment were close to zero.
Likewise, | DHs/Hs, 31L| . 0.5 was typical in the convec-
tion zone, whereas in the surrounding clear-sky environ-
ment, the corresponding values were,0.1. Similar spatial
patterns in latent heat fluxes were simulated at this time
(not shown). Overall, the features described above sup-
port the conclusion that in daytime clear-sky conditions,
the surface thermal fluxes and thus the PBL thermody-
namics are insensitive to the near-surface changes in
VGR and, likewise, surface wind convergence. However,
these conclusions are invalid once surface-layer thermal
stabilization occurs after convection initiates.
It is worth noting that during the daytime the 33L-
simulated 10-m-height winds among the cases presented
in this study were slightly weaker than those in 31L,
while occasionally being slightly too weak in some areas
as compared to observations.
During the nocturnal period, with a typical stable
surface layer outside of convection, | Du/u, 31L| . 0.05
and |DHs/Hs, 31L|. 0.1, were common, resulting in some
differences in the near-surface thermal stratification,
which in turn enhanced the low-level jet in 33L com-
pared to 31L (not shown). This in turn resulted in local
areas of enhanced low-level horizontal wind conver-
gence and upward vertical velocities. These differences
were amplified with the initiation of convection as in the
daytime.
In summary, the addition of the two levels near the
surface to 31L altered the low-level wind and air tem-
perature in a way that generally improved the QPF skill
in most cases presented in this study.
3) REFINED VGR ABOVE 3.5 KM (UPL) AND
BELOW 3.5 KM (DNL)
(i) Skill evaluation
Values of ETS were worse in UPL and DNL com-
pared to 31L in 30% and 47% of the presented situa-
tions, respectively (considering all cases and thresholds;
Figs. 4a–e), further indicating that a refined VGR may
not always result in an improved QPF forecast. Among
all cases and thresholds, biases generally increased in
UPL compared to 31L (Figs. 5a–e) with an improve-
ment in bias errors in 73% of the presented situations.
Similar trends were found in DNLwith an improvement
in bias errors in 63% of the situations.
Averaged over all cases (Table 2), ETS values in UPL
were better for all thresholds compared to 31L, but
better only in the highest two thresholds in DNL. The
ETS values in UPL and DNL were better than those in
62L for all thresholds, a rather intriguing result that is
evaluated rigorously in the next subsection. As was also
found previously for VGR refinements, biases were
mostly higher for the UPL and DNL VGR refinements
as compared to 31L. Bias errors were worsened in DNL
but improved in UPL.
(ii) Factor separation analysis
Additional insight into the results in the previous
subsection can be provided by applying the factor sep-
aration methodology formulated by Stein and Alpert
(1993). Based on this methodology,
S62L  S31L|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
d
5 (SUPL  S31L)|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
du
1 ( SDNL  S31L)|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dd
1 SY|{z}
sy
,
(4)
where S31L and S62L denote, respectively, the 31L (con-
trol run) and 62L run QPF skill levels (note that fol-
lowing the definitions in section 2b the 62LVGR consists
of the composite of UPL and DNL), while SUPL and
SDNL denote, respectively, the QPF skill in the UPL
and DNL runs. The VGRs associated with SUPL and
SDNL are the factors. We use S
Y to denote the synergistic
term [ SY 5 S62L  (SUPL1 SDNL)1 S31L]. Note that for
the sake of brevity, the various terms in Eq. (4) are
denoted as d, du, dd, and sy. Equation (4) expresses the
difference in skill between 62L and the control run
(31L) as the sum of the differences in skill between UPL
and 31L, DNL and 31L, and the synergistic term. The
synergistic term reflects the skill associated with the
nonlinear interaction due to a simultaneous change in
the upper and lower VGRs. This term may be thought
of as the difference between the actual skill occurring in
the run in which both the upper and the lower VGR
resolutions have been changed simultaneously and the
skill expected by adding the impacts of each individual
change. Appendix B provides mathematical–physical
insight into the derivation and meaning of the various
terms in Eq. (4).
Figures 9a–e present the various terms of the factor
separation analysis for ETS using (4) as computed for
the situations depicted in Figs. 4a–e. Most of the pre-
sented situations (70%) had negative synergy (sy , 0),
suggesting that PBL and warm cloud processes inter-
acted with microphysical processes above the melting
level (;3.5 km) to degrade the ETS of 62L, while 27%
of the situations had positive synergy (sy . 0), sug-
gesting that these interactions improved the ETS of
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62L. The remaining 3% of the situations had no synergy
(sy 5 0) implying that nonlinear interactions between
the PBL–warm cloud processes and microphysical
processes above the melting level had no effect on ETS.
Averaging the various terms in Eq. (4) over all cases
with positive synergy (sy . 0; Table 3), the positive
contribution of the nonlinear interactions (the synergy)
between warm cloud processes and microphysical pro-
cesses above the melting level on the QPF skill of 62L
was particularly noticeable for the 0.5- and 0.75-in.
rainfall thresholds. For these thresholds, refining the
VGR from 31L to 62L, which consists of compositing
the VGRs of UPL and DNL, provided better skill than
refining the VGRs to either UPL or DNL. For example,
for the 0.75-in. rainfall threshold, d (50.02) is greater
than the sum of du (520.003) and dd (50.015) due to
the positive contribution of sy (50.015). The negative
contribution of synergy (sy , 0) on 62L was largest for
the 0.01-in. threshold, as the synergy was the most
negative. For this threshold, d (50.000) is lower than the
sum of du (50.026) and dd (50.019) due to the negative
synergy (sy520.045). Note from Table 3 that the terms
on the rhs of Eq. (4) (du, dd and sy) very rarely acquire
the same sign, thus resulting in a moderation of the
magnitude of d.
c. Sensitivity of weakly forced cases to a refined VGR
Averaged over the two weakly forced cases (Table 2),
ETS values for 62L_WK (WK: weakly forced) wors-
ened compared with 31L_WK for the lowest thres-
holds, and bias errors worsened (rain was further
overpredicted) for those same thresholds. This can be
FIG. 9. The values for the various terms in the factor separation analysis of ETS using Eq. (4)
(identified by the gray coding in the inset) for the indicated rainfall thresholds for (a) 18–19 Jun
2002, (b) 20–23 Jun 2003, (c) 22–23 Jun 2003, (d) 23–24 Jun 2003, and (e) 28–29 Jun 2003. ETSFS
represents the values of sy, d, du, and dd.
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attributed to the increases in biases and bias errors and
the decrease in ETS found only in 20–21 June 2005. The
ETS and bias values improved (decreased) for all the
thresholds in 24–25 July 2005. In both of these cases,
the 3D domain hourly averaged upward vertical veloc-
ities were higher in the finer VGR run, suggesting that
the higher vertical velocities may have played a role in
more frequent grid cell saturation in 20–21 June 2005
and the higher biases, but other processes might have
been more important in 24–25 July 2005 because in this
case the biases were lower in the refined VGR.
An improved level of QPF skill over 31L and even
62L was observed in some instances when two levels
near the surface were added (33L_WK). Table 2 shows
an improvement in ETS in three thresholds in 33L_WK
compared to 31L_WK and three thresholds compared
to 62L_WK. Bias errors increased and were worse for
all thresholds in 33L_WK compared to 31L_WK.
As indicated by the results, the simulated rainfall
amounts in the weakly forced cases were improved
somewhat with refinements in the VGR. The results also
suggest that better-resolved surface turbulent thermalflux
processes were at least as important as better-resolved
microphysical processes.
4. Qualitative evaluations
Modifying the VGRs as described in the previous
section generally resulted in local shifts in rainfall pat-
terns. Overall, rainfall amounts between runs with var-
ious VGRs differed by 25 mm in some cases to as much
as 180 mm on 18–19 June 2002. On 22–23 June 2003
there was a sharp improvement in the rainfall forecast
associated with the coarsening of VGR, a result that is
counterintuitive. The rainfall features from those two
specific cases are evaluated next.
a. 18–19 June 2002 case
One of the cases more sensitive to vertical resolution
was 18–19 June 2002. Observed rainfall (Fig. 10a) oc-
curred mainly from eastern Iowa northward into eastern
Minnesota and western Wisconsin with 18-h accumu-
lated rainfall amounts between 0.3 and 25 mm. The 21L
run (Fig. 10b) sharply underpredicted the band of rain
in Minnesota and Iowa and overpredicted the rain in
eastern South Dakota and Nebraska. The 31L run (Fig.
10c) forecast was better than the 21L run in eastern
Iowa and Minnesota, but the rainfall in the western part
of the domain (as high as 180 mm) was greatly over-
predicted. Perhaps the convective forcing in eastern
Iowa was not captured well in the coarse 21L run, but
was in the 31L run because of the additional informa-
tion from the ICs and LBCs.
To test the sensitivity of WRF simulations to the
resolution of the ICs and LBCs, two additional runs
were performed using 21 and 31 model levels, but using
20 NARR levels instead of 29 levels for the ICs and
LBCs. The 20 NARR levels correspond to data in in-
crements of 50 hPa from 1000 to 100 hPa. The sensitivity
to IC and LBC resolution was examined by comparing
the changes in ETS among the two 31L runs (31L using
29 NARR levels and 31L using 20 NARR levels) to
those in the 21L runs (21L using 29 NARR levels and
21L using 20 NARR levels). Averaged over the five
strongly forced cases, the sensitivity (change in ETS)
was greatest among the 31L runs suggesting the reso-
lution of the IC and LBC data can have a substantial
impact on rainfall forecasts; however, for the case being
discussed in this section, the largest changes in ETS
were among the 21L runs, implying that for this specific
case, the resolution of the IC and LBC data themselves
were not as important as other factors including the
placement of the model levels, and thus the degree of
interpolation from the NARR levels to the model
levels, and also the extent to which the vertical pro-
cesses are more poorly resolved in the coarser VGR.
As the VGR was refined even further (from 31 to 62
levels) the rainfall forecast worsened in most areas (in-
dicated by lower ETS values for each threshold in Fig. 4a)
except in northeastern Iowa (Fig. 10d) where the cover-
age and intensity were closer to what were observed.
The following is suggested concerning the skill of 62L:
(i) the increase in the number of levels beyond 31
resulted in an increase in biases (Fig. 5a) for the lightest
thresholds due to more frequent grid cell saturation in
TABLE 3. The values of the various terms in the factor separa-
tion analysis of ETS using Eq. (4) averaged over the five cases for
the indicated rainfall thresholds (in ETS units). The value of n
represents the number of situations for each threshold included in
the averaging that satisfies either sy . 0 or sy , 0.
Term
Rainfall threshold (in.)
0.01 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
sy . 0
sy 0.034 0.022 0.001 0.022 0.015 0.014
dd 20.056 20.031 0.019 0.000 0.008 20.031
du 20.021 0.003 0.017 20.008 20.003 20.011
d 20.043 20.006 0.037 0.014 0.020 20.014
N
2 1 1 1 1 2
sy , 0
sy 20.045 20.032 20.037 20.017 20.024 20.039
dd 0.019 20.009 20.018 20.002 0.008 0.009
du 0.026 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.008 0.013
d 0.000 20.029 20.045 20.008 20.009 20.016
N
3 4 3 4 4 3
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these finer VGR runs and (ii) the nonlinear interaction
between the atmospheric processes below and above
the melting level further worsened the rainfall forecasts
for 62L (note from Fig. 4a that the ETS values in UPL
and DNL were higher than those of 62L, whereas the
synergy for this case was negative).
b. 22–23 June 2003 case
The coarser VGR run (21L) proved to be better than
the 31L run on 22–23 June 2003. Observed 18-h accu-
mulated rainfall approached 50 mm (Fig. 11a) in north-
eastern Kansas, similar to what was simulated in 21L
(Fig. 11b), and at least twice the amount simulated in 31L
(Fig. 11c). The system in southern Kansas that produced
as much as 127 mm of rainfall in the 31L run was not
observed or simulated in 21L.
To understand the processes associated with the
rainfall differences between the 21L and 31L runs, a
relevant analysis of the kinematic and thermodynamic
environments is presented. The intense rainfall that was
simulated in 31L in southern Kansas could have been
due to a stronger near-surface thermal gradient and
stronger low-level wind convergence in 31L near the
rainfall area (Figs. 12a–d). Figures 12a and 12c illustrate
the 2-m temperatures from the 21L and 31L runs, re-
spectively, and show a stronger thermal gradient in the
31L run at 2200 UTC (4 h) 23 June 2003 (Fig. 12c)
shortly before convection initiated in this area. Near-
surface horizontal wind convergence was more expan-
sive and also stronger in the 31L run near the thermal
gradient (see Figs. 12b and 12d). The system in southern
Kansas in the 31L run persisted throughout most of the
model integration and could have blocked the transport
of moisture into northern Kansas. This was suggested by
the lower area-averaged (approximately 100 km 3 300
km area) precipitable water in the 31L run (30 mm)
FIG. 10. The 18-h accumulated rainfall (mm) ending at 1200 UTC 19 Jun 2002 from (a) the
observations, (b) the 21L run, (c) the 31L run, and (d) the 62L run. The location of the west–east
vertical cross section in (b) is presented in Fig. 7.
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compared to that in the 21L run (39 mm) north of the
system in southern Kansas (not shown). Consequently,
in the area where the heaviest rainfall actually occurred
in northeastern and northern Kansas, the prestorm
environment was much more unstable in 21L, as the
most unstable convective available potential energy
(MUCAPE), averaged over the same area as above, was
higher by nearly 2000 J kg21.
5. Summary and conclusions
A refined vertical grid resolution conceptually should
improve the prediction of convection-related, micro-
physical and boundary layer processes, which in turn
should improve rainfall forecasts. This paper provides an
exploratory evaluation of summertime convection sensi-
tivity in theMidwest to various refinements in the vertical
grid resolution, based on 68 simulations, using the NARR
for the initial and lateral boundary conditions in con-
vection-permitting runs with the WRF ARW model.
Doubling the number of levels from 31 in the control
run (31L) to 62 did not result in a consistent improve-
ment in the QPF forecasts, as ETS values averaged over
various microphysical schemes in an illustrative case
worsened for half of the rainfall thresholds with an in-
creased overprediction of rainfall. Averaged over five
representative cases of summer convection associated
with strong forcing, ETS values declined for all rainfall
thresholds while the overprediction of rainfall in-
creased. Similarly, ETS values were mostly lower in
DNL compared to 31L, and biases were higher, indi-
cating a further overprediction of rainfall. There was,
however, an improvement in rainfall forecasts in UPL
as ETS values, when averaged over the five cases, in-
creased for all thresholds and biases generally were
improved suggesting that although microphysical pro-
cesses are still parameterized, increasing the VGR
above the melting level may result in better-resolved
processes. Application of the factor separation method
suggested, however, that 62L, which is the composite of
the DNL and UPL VGRs, had mostly a negative impact
on the ETS through boundary layer and warm cloud
processes interacting with microphysical processes
above the melting level.
A general improvement in rainfall forecasts occurred
when two levels were added to the surface layer as ETS
values increased for most rainfall thresholds in 33L, al-
though the overprediction of rainfall was further in-
creased for most thresholds. In general, there was a
systematic increase in bias with an increase in the VGR,
which is suggested to be related to grid cell saturation
occurring more frequently in the finer VGR runs. En-
hanced upward motions occurring in concert with higher
FIG. 11. The 18-h accumulated rainfall (mm) ending at 1200
UTC 23 Jun 2003 from (a) the observations, (b) the 21L run, and
(c) the 31L run. The area outlined by the solid box in (a) will be
considered in Fig. 12. The area outlined by the dashed box in (c)
was considered in Fig. 8.
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relative humidity prior to convective initiation in the finer
VGR runs suggest that these enhanced upward motions
might have led to more frequent grid cell saturation.
Qualitatively, varying the vertical grid resolution
resulted in noticeable 18-h accumulated rainfall differ-
ences (.25 mm) over widespread areas among different
microphysical schemes and different cases. While most
of the rainfall differences were due to local shifts in
rainfall centers, in some areas rainfall was completely
removed or new rainfall areas were created.
In conclusion, QPF skill can be sensitive to the ver-
tical resolution and, at least on a case by case basis, the
skill might not be improved much by refining the
number of levels, especially if the ICs and LBCs are on a
relatively coarse vertical grid. In the present study, the
ICs and LBCs were from the NARR, which provides
data on 29 levels, and although increasing the number of
model levels from 31 to 62 conceptually should better
resolve the simulated processes in the vertical, it did not
provide any additional refinement to the ICs and LBCs.
Also, as in the case of horizontal grid resolution, the
effect of a refined VGR on forecasted rainfall would be
modulated significantly by errors in the ICs and LBCs
and the incompleteness of model physical formulations
(Tribbia and Baumhefner 1988). Future work could
focus on a detailed evaluation of specific cloud micro-
physical or boundary layer processes affected by mod-
ifications of the vertical grid resolution. Carrying out
sensitivity simulations over an entire season using a
refined vertical grid resolution would provide further
insight into the QPF evaluations presented in this il-
lustrative study.
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FIG. 12. The 2200 UTC 22 Jun 2003 (a) 2-m temperature (K) and (b) near-surface horizontal
wind divergence (1024 s21) in the 21L run; (c) the 2-m temperature, and (d) near-surface
horizontal wind divergence in the 31L run. This area is indicated by the solid box in Fig. 11a. In
(b) and (d), the divergence is represented by solid contours while convergence is represented by
dashed contours with shading. The interval of the contours and shading is 3 3 1024 s21.
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APPENDIX A
The Cause of Surface Turbulent Momentum and
Sensible Heat Flux Differences between 31L and
33L during Convective Initiation
Analogous to the thermal stabilization near the sur-
face following sunset, during daytime convective initi-
ation heavy cloud shading and wet surfaces due to
rainfall may reduce the surface sensible heat fluxes
considerably, or reversing its direction while resulting in
the onset of a stable surface layer (e.g., Rosenberg et al.
1983, Markowski et al. 1998). Additionally, stabilization
of the lower atmosphere and the rapid collapse of the
CBL associated with evaporative cooling are typical in
convective situations [see, e.g., Kallos and Segal (1991)
for illustrative observed temperature profiles]. The PBL
then might become stable from the surface upward, or
transformed into a relatively shallow, near-neutral
stratification layer capped by a temperature inversion.
The above features were simulated in the present study
in various areas where convection was initiated. Dif-
ferences in t andHs between 31L and 33L, following the
elaboration below, were related to different height
specifications of the lowest model level in both runs (54
m in 31L and 10 m in 33L).
Since the surface fluxes are computed using surface
layer similarity theory formulation, the first model level
should be within the surface layer. The surface-layer
depth, in which t and Hs may decrease with height at
most by ;0.1 (or by ;0.05 for u), is roughly estimated
to be;0.1 of the PBL depth (e.g., Panofsky and Dutton
1984). We denote the differences between 33L and 31L
in u and Hs as Duand DHs, respectively, whereas their
corresponding relative differences compared with 31L
are denoted as Du/u, 31L and DHs/Hs, 31L;then, follow-
ing the constraints stated above, once | Du/u, 31L| .
0.05 or | DHs/Hs, 31L| . 0.1, at least some differences in
surface flow between 31L and 33L should emerge.
During the daytime in an unstable and clear-sky en-
vironment, the PBL depth is typically 1000–2000 m;
thus, the surface-layer depth, as defined previously, is
likely to be deeper than the lowest model level pre-
scribed in 31L and 33L. In contrast, the stable PBL
depth is at most a few hundreds of meters. Hence, for
stable surface-layer locations, or where the CBL had
collapsed due to convective initiation, the 54-m level in
31L is likely located above the surface layer, whereas in
33L, the 10-m level is likely within the surface layer. In a
second aspect, the rapid local changes near the surface
in wind or temperature during convective initiation
events result in an inadequate model representation
of the surface-layer processes, since the surface-layer
parameterization used in the model was derived for
reasonably horizontally uniform and steady flows.
However, the adjustment of the surface layer in such
events is faster in the 33L case since it progresses from
the surface upward and, thus, reaches the 10-m level
first. Hence, considering the two aspects above, uand
Hs computed using the similarity theory formulation
under convective initiation in 33L are likely to differ
from these in 31L, while being more accurate.
We carried out sensitivity simulations, including var-
ious prescribed VGRs in the lowest 100 m, shutting off
cloud–solar radiation interaction (i.e., clouds are trans-
parent to solar radiation), and shutting off solar radia-
tion. These simulations generally further supported the
conclusion that the height of the first model level is
important for resolving the surface flow under a con-
vective initiation environment.
APPENDIX B
Derivation of the Factor Separation Equation: The
DNL and UPL Cases
To provide further insight into Eq. (4), it is derived in
the following using a somewhat different approach to
that used in Stein and Alpert (1993). A model QPF skill
index, S, is assumed with values within the segment [0,1]
(in the present study S is the ETS). Also, a continuum
of VGR variations from that of the control simula-
tion (31L) is introduced by using a generalized VGR
FIG. B1. Schematic illustration related to the analytic and the
finite-difference approximation of Eq. (B1) used for the factor
separation analysis of DNL and UPL. The values of the analytic
skill index, S(yd, yu), and those based on the simulations (in
brackets), are indicated.
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In approximating (B1) using S values of only four
simulations [the minimum needed to approximate
(B1)], the additional higher-order derivatives are zero.
Hence, using (B1)–(B5) yields the factor separation Eq.
(4) with the linear contribution of the two factors given
by (B3) and (B4). The synergy term (reflecting the
nonlinear interaction between the two varying factors),
which is given by (B5), is represented by the second-
order mixed derivative of S in (B1). It is worth noting
that equivalent to the derivation above, applying Tay-
lor’s theorem of the mean yields the same results. Fi-
nally, using the methodology described in this appendix,
a factor separation equation can be derived also when
the number of factors is larger than two.
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